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Thermal stability of a series of palladium(II) complexes with N-heteroaromatic bidentate hydrazone
ligands was investigated using a combination of experimental measurements and DFT calculations. All
complexes exhibit a reversible second-order transition around 333 K, which can be attributed to
structural reorganization of the ligand molecules. Thermal degradation begins in 570–610 K temperature
region, with an endothermic peak, followed by exothermic peaks in DSC. TG measurements show a
well-deﬁned mass loss corresponding to the initial degradation, while subsequent processes are poorly
separated. DFT calculations suggest that the initial degradation step occurs with release of Cl, which then
reacts with remaining part of the complex molecule in an exothermic process. This leads to
decomposition of the ligand molecule into four fragments corresponding to ethyl chloride, carbon
dioxide, methyl amine, and the fragment with the aromatic group. Mass spectrum suggests that creation
of these fragments most likely corresponds to the initial degradation, after which some of these
coordinate to Pd center, whose coordination sphere is left incomplete by release of Cl. TG measurement to
1123 K indicates that the ﬁnal degradation product at this temperature is palladium.
ã 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Synthesis and properties of palladium(II) complexes has been a
focus of some interest for some time [1–3]. They have been
recognized as effective catalysts [4–7], as well as potential metal
based anticancer drugs [8–10], since they exhibit the same
geometry and electronic conﬁguration as platinum. However,
the ligand-exchange kinetics of platinum(II) and palladium(II)
derivatives is quite different: hydrolysis of palladium(II) compounds is nearly 105 times faster, leading to very reactive species
that are unable to reach pharmacological targets [11,12]. It was
shown that stabilization of palladium(II) complexes by prevention
of possible cis–trans isomerisation can be achieved by using chelate
ligands in complex synthesis which possess similar or even better
activity than platinum-approved drugs [13].
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In light of this potential application, their thermal stability has
been considered as an important issue [14–17], although, to the
best of our knowledge, there has been no investigation to the
impact of ligand peripheral substitution on thermal stability.
Farran and House studied effect of the basicity of the ligands on the
enthalpies and the activation energies of thermal decomposition of
palladium(II) chloride complexes with pyridine and pyridine
derivatives using TG and DSC [18]. During thermal degradation,
complexes of type PdL2Cl2 lost two ligands in a single step,
resulting in PdCl2, with no relationship between the enthalpy
values of decomposition and other properties of the complexes.
With only a few exceptions, calculated Ea values increased, while
the procedural onset temperatures (Te) of decomposition
decreased with increase in basicity of the ligands. This was due
to trans inﬂuence of one ligand in the square planar complexes,
causing the ﬁrst ligand to be released easier than the second.
Gomez-Vaamonde et al. investigated thermal stability of trans-bis
(2-amino pyridine)dichloro palladium(II) complex, where palladium(II) is coordinated to two monodentate ligands [19]. The process
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of thermal decomposition occurs through three steps, where two
amino-pyridines are released. The mass loss in TG experiment
occurred in two separate temperature regions: 533–598 K and
598–718 K. This is contributed to the trans inﬂuence strengthening
the bond of the second ligand to the metal center.
In our previous work, we examined the cytotoxic activity of
palladium(II) complexes with NN bidentate chelate hydrazone
ligands derived from ethyl hydrazino acetate (haOEt) and various
N-heteroaromatic carbonyl compounds. The ligands posses the
same donor atoms, but differ at ligand periphery backbones [20]. It
was shown that such structural differences, which affect their
lipophility, had crucial impact on cytotoxic activity. In addition, it is
known that substituents in aromatic amines have an effect on
activation energy of their reactions [21]. In this paper, we present a
systematic investigation of the impact of ligand peripheral
substitution on thermal stability of a series of palladium(II)
complexes with N-heteroaromatic bidentate hydrazone ligands,
from the experimental, as well as, the theoretical aspect.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
All of the complexes were synthesized from chemicals of
analytical purity according to the procedure described in Ref. [20].
The series of palladium(II) complexes with N-heteroaromatic
bidentate hydrazone ligands was derived from cis-dichloro-{[ethyl
(2E)-2-(pyridine-ilmethyledene)hydrazynil]acetate-k2 N}Pd(II)
complex (complex 1). Complex 2 replaces methyledene with
ethyledene group to give cis-dichloro-{[ethyl(2E)-2-(pyridineilethyledene)hydrazynil]acetate-k2N}Pd(II), and complex 3
replaces pyridine with quinoline group to give cis-dichloro{[ethyl(2E)-2-(quinoline-ilmethyledene)hydrazynil]acetate-k2N}
Pd(II) complex. The synthesized complex purity was conﬁrmed
using elemental analysis and X-ray diffraction (XRD).
2.2. Methods
Thermogravimetric analyses were conducted using a Q500 TGA
(TA Instruments) with sample weights of 10.0  0.5 mg, in nitrogen
atmosphere with gas ﬂow rate of 50 mL min1, at a heating rate of
10 K min1. DSC measurements were carried out using DSC Q1000
(TA Instruments) with typical sample weight of 2.0  0.2 mg, in
nitrogen atmosphere with gas ﬂow rate of 50 mL min1 at constant
heating rates of 2–40 K min1. Experimental enthalpies were

determined as the average value of three measurements. Values
of average apparent activation energies were determined using
Kissinger’s method [22]. The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
spectra were obtained using Philips PW-1710 automated
diffractometer, using CuKa line, operated at 40 kV and 30 mA, in
Bragg–Brentano geometry. The instrument was equipped with
diffracted beam curved graphite monochromator and Xe-ﬁlled
proportional counter. The XRD peaks were indexed using WTREOR
as implemented within GSAS program packet. Mass spectroscopy
was conducted using quadruple mass spectrometer system,
QMG422, incorporated in an argon ﬁlled glove-box. The sample
was heated to 593 K under argon at 10 K min1.
All DFT calculations were performed simulating aqueous
solution with continuous dielectric model, as this was determined
to be the optimal for investigated system, using Gaussian 09 [23]
program package. Gaussian package was used for structure
optimization and frequency analysis. All structures where fully
optimized using C-PCM solvation method with Klamt [24] radii, as
implemented in Gaussian 09. In Gaussian 09 calculations, we used
the hybrid HF/DFT method with a combination of the threeparameter Becke [25] exchange functional and the Lee–Yang–Parr
(B3LYP) [26] non-local correlation functional. Calculated bond
dissociation energy (BDE) values for Pd–Cl(1) and N(3)–H(1) refer
to reactions in which the products are a single atom and the
remainder of the respective complex, while in the all other cases,
the products are two or more fragments.
3. Results and discussion
As a part of systematic investigation of palladium(II) complexes
with NN bidentate chelate ligands, the inﬂuence of substitution at
the ligand periphery on thermal stability on a series of three
palladium-based complexes with N-heteroaromatic bidentate
hydrazone ligands (Fig. 1). Investigated complexes are crystalline,
as shown in the XRD pattern of complex 1 (Fig. 2). Based on their
crystal lattice parameters, the initial structures of complexes were
constructed for DFT calculations. Optimized structures of the initial
complexes in DFT calculations highlight how changes in functional
groups alter complex geometries. Derivatization of complex
1 causes increased deviation from planarity, which is particularly
pronounced in complex 2. In order to estimate the relative
stabilities of individual complexes, isodesmic reactions were
constructed to calculate their respective enthalpies of formation.
Calculated values for individual complexes (Table 1) indicate that
complex 2 should be the most stable, while complex 3 should be

Fig. 1. Chemical formulas (top) and optimized structures from DFT calculations (bottom) of three palladium-based complexes.
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Fig. 2. XRD pattern of complex 1, with results of Rietveld reﬁnement.

Table 1
Calculated enthalpies of formation and coordination of complexes.
Complex

Enthalpy of formation
(kJ mol1)

Enthalpy of coordination
reaction of PdCl2
(kJ mol1)

1
2
3

430  5
590  5
360  5

345  5
365  5
310  5

the least stable. This was further supported by calculated
enthalpies for reactions of coordination of PdCl2 to respective
ligand molecules: ligand-n(liq) + PdCl2(liq) ! complex-n(liq) (where
n = 1,2,3), to form complexes 1, 2 and 3, which exhibit the same
trend as enthalpies of formation.

Non-isothermal DSC curves (Fig. 3) show that all complexes
exhibit relatively high thermal stability, where thermal decomposition occurs in 473–513 K temperature region. Thermal
degradation temperatures show that the relative thermal stability
of complexes in the experiment corresponds to their estimated
relative thermal stabilities from calculated formation and ligand
coordination enthalpies (Table 1). Thermal degradation of all
complexes is preceded by another structural transformation
around 333 K, which appears to be a second order phase transition
overlapping with a subsequent exothermic process. This transformation occurs identically in all three complexes, and DSC
measurements of pure ligand from complex 3 show similar
transformation around 329.5 K. This suggests that this transition
most likely originates from structural reorganization of the ligand
molecule in the crystal structure, rather than a glass transition,

Fig. 3. DSC curves of ligand molecule from complex 3 (left) and three palladium-based complexes (right) at heating rate of 20 K min1.
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Fig. 4. DSC curves of three successive heating/cooling cycles of complex 1 at heating rate of 5 K min1 (left) and DSC derivative curve of a single heating/cooling cycle
(right – the cooling curve is inverted for easier comparison).

because the initial complexes are crystalline. Cyclical thermal
treatment in 303–363 K temperature region, at a constant heating
rate of 5 K min1, offers more information about the second order
transition for all three complexes (Fig. 4). This shows that the
process is fully reversible and its temperature remains the same on
multiple successive heating/cooling cycles (331.5 K on heating and
329.9 K on cooling) with a narrow hysteresis of about 1.6 K. The
increase in heating rate causes a shift to lower temperatures in
complex 1, indicating thermal deactivation of the process. This
usually occurs in complex processes, where pre-reaction complex
is in equilibrium with reactants followed by an irreversible step of
transformation of the pre-reaction complex to products. If the
transition state of the irreversible step has lower potential energy
than the reactants, this yields negative overall activation energy
and thermally deactivated process [27,28]. The shape of DSC peaks
of thermal decomposition and its change with increase in heating
rate indicate that changes in chemical composition and structure
have a signiﬁcant effect on thermal degradation mechanism and
kinetics. These processes are highly complex involving more than
one endothermic, as well as exothermic step, and experimentally
obtained thermodynamic and kinetic parameters represent a sum
of respective values of these individual steps. With increase in
heating rate, the inﬂuence of the exothermic peak following
the endothermic peak becomes more pronounced (Fig. 3).
The exothermic peak could be the result of reactions of reactive
intermediate species formed during the initial thermal
degradation.
Microscopic observations during heating in this temperature
region showed that for complex 1, melting occurred immediately
before degradation, while, in complex 2, melting occurs after the
onset of degradation. Complex 3 undergoes degradation without
any observable melting. This means that experimental values of
enthalpy of the endothermic processes at different heating rates
(Table 2), calculated from the area of the peak, include relevant
melting enthalpies for complexes 1 and 2. The values of enthalpy
increase when the heating rate increases to 20 K min1, and then
remain relatively constant, showing similar pattern of behavior
with increase in heating rate in different complexes. The increase
in enthalpy with increase in heating rate is typical and reﬂects that

different thermal histories of these samples result in a different
ﬁnal state of the complexes. Relatively constant values of enthalpy
at higher heating rates suggest that the subsequent exothermic
process has a much greater inﬂuence on the preceding endothermic process. The values of enthalpy for complexes 1 and 2 are very
similar at heating rates above 5 K min1, whereas, at lower heating
rates, complex 2 exhibits consistently lower values of enthalpy. The
difference in values of enthalpy between complexes 1 and 2, at
lower heating rates, can be attributed to the melting of complex
1 prior to thermal degradation. Even though complex 3 exhibits the
same trend of change of the enthalpy with the increase in heating
rate, it exhibits signiﬁcantly lower experimental values of enthalpy.
While this is in part due to lack of melting, it also suggests greater
overlap of the endothermic and the exothermic peaks. The
absolute determined values of enthalpy represent the sum of
enthalpies of both endothermic and exothermic processes,
preventing any conclusions to be drawn about individual steps
of these complex processes. However, the similar trend of change
of enthalpy with increase in heating rate indicates that in spite of
different overall mechanism and kinetics, the nature of the initial
step of decomposition appears to be similar in all three complexes.
The overlapping nature of the endothermic and the exothermic
steps, manifested in DSC curves, makes it necessary to consider
kinetic parameters using the characteristic peak temperatures at
different heating rates [22] (Table 3). This also allowed us to
investigate the inﬂuence of exothermic steps on the initial
endothermic degradation steps in different complexes. All three
complexes exhibit about 14% higher value of average apparent
activation energy for thermal degradation when calculated from
the temperature of peak maxima (Tmax) than when calculated from
the extrapolated temperature of the degradation onset (Ti). Higher
values of average apparent activation energy calculated from Tmax
results from the overlap between endothermic and exothermic
peak. This is a consequence of high reactivity of intermediate
species formed in the endothermic process, which act as reactants
in the subsequent exothermic process. Table 3 also shows that
complex 1 exhibits roughly 2.5 times higher values of average
apparent activation energy than complexes 2 and 3. This can
be connected with the additional activation energy required by the

Table 2
Values of experimental enthalpy (in kJ mol1) of thermal decomposition at different
heating rates b (in K min1).

Table 3
Values of overall apparent activation energy.

Complex

b=2

b=5

b = 10

b = 20

b = 25

b = 30

b = 40

Complex

Ea (Ti) (kJ mol1)

Ea (Tmax) (kJ mol1)

Difference (%)

1
2
3

19  2
61
–

46  5
32  2
81

58  5
56  4
19  2

65  5
65  4
30  4

69  5
70  5
30  3

70  6
72  4
32  4

72  6
67  5
38  4

1
2
3

650  50
270  20
250  20

760  80
320  30
290  30

14.07
14.53
14.07
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Fig. 5. TGA curve of complex 1 (left), TGA (middle) and DTG (right) curves of all three complexes in initial thermal degradation region.

melting step, occurring immediately prior to thermal degradation
of complex 1. In order to further analyze the degradation
mechanism of all three complexes, TG measurements were
performed. TG curve of complex 1 (Fig. 5) shows step-wise
thermal degradation in 350–1250 K temperature region. The ﬁrst,
sharp mass loss of 42.2% is followed by four poorly separated mass
losses. At 1250 K, the remaining mass (26.2 mass%) corresponds to
the mass of palladium in the initial complex. Taking into
consideration thermal behavior of complexes (DSC and TG) in
350–1250 K temperature region, where the well deﬁned initial
thermal degradation process is followed by several broader and
poorly separated processes, which include both exo- and
endothermic steps, we have decided to focus on the initial
degradation process and examine it in more detail. To this end,
TG measurements of all three complexes were performed in
298–623 K region with corresponding DTG curves (Fig. 5b and c).
These show a rapid loss of mass in the ﬁrst degradation process,
followed by much slower, almost continuous, further loss of mass.
Complex 2 exhibits the earliest onset of mass loss followed by
complex 3, and then complex 1. However, the part of the curve
corresponding to the ﬁrst degradation process is at the lowest
temperature in complex 3, while those for complexes 1 and 2 are
very close and almost parallel. This indicates that there should be
similarities in the degradation mechanisms and release of
degradation products in complexes 1 and 2. Relative mass losses
in the initial degradation process are 42.2, 41.3 and 30.3% for
complexes 1–3, respectively, which is around 164 a.u. for
complexes 1 and 2 and around 131 a.u. for complex 3. Slow
diffusion of degradation products causes some delay in TG curve
when compared to DSC curve.
Shape of the main DTG peak, in 473–573 K temperature region,
in all three complexes suggests that it consists of several
overlapping peaks. Each of these peaks should correspond to a
single step, during which change in mass occurs. Mass change
corresponding to each of these individual steps was estimated
using the relative areas under each deconvoluted peak to attribute
a corresponding portion of loss of mass to the individual step. This
way, mass loss corresponding to the main degradation process up
to 573 K, was attributed to four different steps in complex 1, ﬁve in
complex 2 and two in complex 3. Corresponding temperature
maxima and mass losses are shown in Table 4. These mass losses
should indicate differences in reaction mechanism between
individual complexes. This data show that complex 3 clearly
exhibits different behavior, as a consequence of differences in
composition and structure.

complexes, as well as structures of the ligands, under solvated
condition. Based on analysis of bond dissociation energies (BDE) of
selected bonds in the initial complex molecules, we were able to
determine which bonds would be likely to dissociate and initiate
the process of degradation. This was expanded with a complete
relaxation energy scan for dissociation of selected bonds and the
release of corresponding fragments. A relaxed surface scan is a
method which scans through one variable, representing the
reaction coordinate of the selected process, while the others are
relaxed, resulting in potential energy curve for that processes.
Calculations of the dimer systems in a solvated state were
performed because it was found that this corresponds more
closely to the real complex systems.
Calculations show that the difference in ligands has little
impact on the Pd–Cl(1) and Pd–Cl(2) bond length, Table 5, due to its
predominantly ionic character. The corresponding value of the
activation energy for bond dissociation would then depend only on
the environment around individual chlorine atoms. Pd–N bonds
depend more on the nature of the ligand, and its change in bond
length is roughly order of magnitude larger than in Pd–Cl bond. In
complex 3, steric effects are more pronounced. Proton connected
to C(11) does not allow Cl connected to Pd to form a fully planar
conformation. As a consequence, the orbital overlap is lower and
the bond is longer and weaker. In addition, extension of aromatic
conjugation probably contributes further to weakening of this
bond. In complexes 1 and 2, Pd atom exhibits square planar
coordination, as these steric effects are not present. Replacing
methyledene group with ethyledene in complex 2 causes
additional steric effects by the methyl group, resulting in a change

Table 4
Peak deconvolution of the main degradation peak in DTG.
Peak

Tmax (K)

Mass loss (a.u.)

Complex 1
1
2
3
4
Remaining mass: 220.5 a.u.

479.9
507.3
517.7
532.0

2.0
55.5
75.5
31.0

Complex 2
1
2
3
4
5
Remaining mass: 229.6 a.u.

453.0
485.8
490.3
506.1
515.6

2.6
27.8
1.4
38.9
89.3

Complex 3
1
2
Remaining mass: 303.6 a.u.

483.1
491.8

65.7
65.3

3.1. Mechanism of thermal degradation
In order to create a more complete picture of the reaction
mechanism, a series of DFT calculations was performed. These
included optimization of the monomeric and dimeric structures of
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Table 5
Important bond lengths (in Å) in the optimized structures of different complexes.
Complex

Pd–N(1)

Pd–N(2)

C(1)–N(2)

N(2)–N(3)

Pd–Cl(1)

Pd–Cl(2)

1
2
3

2.058
2.054
2.111

2.070
2.051
2.067

1.305
1.305
1.305

1.332
1.385
1.330

2.383
2.405
2.394

2.395
2.402
2.397

Fig. 6. Complex 1 (left) and complex 2 (right) dimeric systems showing different coordination reactions to Pd center after release of Cl.

in hybridization of N(3) from sp2 to sp3. This results in different
conformation of complex 2, compared to complexes 1 and 3
(Fig. 1). This also has an impact on the length of the Pd–N(2) bond,
resulting in shorter and stronger bond (Fig. 6).
On the basis of relaxed potential scans, it was determined that
the dissociation of Pd–N, Pd–Cl(1), Pd–Cl(2) and O(2)–C(5) bonds is
signiﬁcant for the initial degradation step in all three complexes,
and these results are shown in Table 6. It shows that dissociation of
Pd–Cl bond exhibits the lowest energy barrier for dissociation in all
three complexes. Therefore, it can be expected that degradation of
all investigated complexes will begin with dissociation of Pd–Cl
bond. Dissociation of one of the Pd–Cl bonds is facilitated by the
reaction mechanism, as seen from the signiﬁcant difference in
energy barrier for dissociation of Pd–Cl bonds. Relaxed surface
scans indicate that in parallel with Pd–Cl bond dissociation, a
coordination reaction occurs on Pd center, with different potential
mechanisms in different complexes. In complex 1, N(3) or O(1)
atom of adjacent molecule can coordinate to Pd (Fig. 7, left). In
complex 3, steric effects only allow coordination of N(3) of adjacent
molecule, while in complex 2, only the intramolecular coordination of O(1)–Pd is possible (Fig. 7, right). In complex 2, different
conformation of the initial complex results in longer reaction path
of Pd–Cl bond dissociation and slightly higher energy barrier,
resulting in higher degradation temperature. Dissociation of Pd–N

bond exhibits higher energy barrier than the weaker Pd–Cl bond,
where complex 2 exhibits signiﬁcantly lower energy barrier than
complexes 1 and 3. The energy barrier for dissociation of O(2)–C(5)
bond reduces from 150–200 kJ/mol for the initial complex to about
80 kJ/mol in the presence of atomic chlorine. This indicates that
chlorine has a high likelihood of reacting at this site and forming
ethyl chloride (Fig. 7). Release of ethyl chloride precipitates release
of CO2 (Scheme 1), which is free to coordinate to Pd atom [29].
Coordination of CO2 to Pd is exothermic [30] and calculations show
that there is a possibility for this process to occur. Boiling
temperature of pyridine is 115  C, while the boiling temperature of
quinoline is 238  C. This suggests that gaseous pyridine can be
more easily released during thermal degradation of complexes
1 and 2, than quinoline in thermal degradation of complex 3, as can
be seen in TG curves. The next reaction is most likely the
dissociation of N–N bond, which exhibits, in the initial complex
molecules, energy barrier for dissociation of 232 kJ mol1. This

Table 6
Bond dissociation energy (BDE) and energy barrier for bond dissociation (in
kJ mol1).
Bond

Pd–N

Pd–Cl

BDE

171.7

Complex Pd–Cl
(1)
1
131.6
2
164.3
3
131.1

280.1

C(1)–C
(2)
543.6

N(2)–N
(3)
291.9

Pd–Cl
(2)
153.7
136.4
161.1

Pd–N
(2)
197.1
156.7
195.4

O(2)–C
(5)
203.4
151.4
190.6

N(3)–H
(1)
378.3

N(3)–C
(3)
250.6

C(3)–C
(4)
290.7

Fig. 7. Arrangement of molecules of complex 1 in crystal lattice showing proximity
of Cl atom to ethyl group of an adjacent molecule.
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Scheme 1. Reaction scheme for reaction of Cl with adjacent ethyl group and subsequent release of CO2.

Fig. 8. Mass spectrum of complex 3 at 593 K (inset: higher values of m/z blown up 1000 times).

would create a methyl amine fragment. Other remaining bonds in
the molecule, after release of ethyl chloride and CO2, exhibit much
higher energy barriers for dissociation. Therefore, DFT calculations
predict that the mechanism of thermal degradation in all three
complex molecules would begin with dissociation of Pd–Cl bond,
followed by reaction of chlorine with ethyl group of the
neighboring molecule to form ethyl chloride, then the release of
CO2, which could coordinate to Pd center, and the release of the
aromatic group and methyl amine.
In order to validate the proposed mechanism, obtained using DFT
calculations, we present the mass spectrum of complex 3 (Fig. 8). The
temperature of 593 K was selected because it is just above than the
temperature region of the main degradation peak in DTG. Mass
spectrum at 593 K shows that dominant fragments are at m/z around
64, 44 and 28. There are also several less intense peaks at higher m/z,
with the highest value of 154 (Fig. 7, inset). The largest fragment (m/
z = 154) corresponds to quinoline with methylidene group still
attached, suggesting that N–N bond in the complex is dissociated
during degradation. The fragment with m/z of 64 exhibits a satellite
peak at m/z of 66, with 3:1 relative peak intensity ratio. This is
characteristic of a fragment containing chlorine, due to isotope
effect, and corresponds to ethyl chloride, as well as the smaller
peaks around m/z of 28. Peaks at m/z of 44 and 16 correspond to CO2,
while the peak at 31 corresponds to methyl amine. The peak at
28 appears to be a combination of signals from ethyl chloride, CO2
and molecular nitrogen. Therefore, mass spectrum suggests that

thermal degradation initially results in decomposition into
palladium and four ligand fragments: quinoline with methylidene,
ethyl chloride, CO2, and methyl amine.
4. Conclusion
Study of thermal stability and degradation of three bidentate
palladium-based complexes shows that in spite of differences in
composition and structure, both the thermal degradation of basic
compound and its derivatives begins in the same way. The
degradation mechanism is largely determined by release of chlorine
from the initial complex and its subsequent reaction with ethyl group
belonging to the chain portion of the ligand, which is the same in all
three complexes. The dissociation of Pd–Cl is facilitated by
concurrent coordination reaction to Pd center, whose mechanism
is determined by steric considerations of individual complexes.
Release of ethyl chloride triggers a series of steps leading to complete
degradation of the initial complexes, through release of three
additional fragments. It was also shown that diffusion has a
signiﬁcant role in the process of release of degradation products,
so that bulkier quinoline remains in the system somewhat longer
than pyridine. After chlorine leaves, the coordination sphere of Pd
center becomes incomplete, allowing coordination of CO2 [30]. It is
likely that a combination of creation of metastable intermediates at
this point and slow diffusion of products leads to slower degradation
at temperatures above the initial degradation peak in DTG.
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